HISTORICAL NARRATIVE
smouldering passion at the heart of the country s
character as does Nights in the Garden of Syain
(1916) an evocative piece for piano and orchestra
His later works especially the harpsichord con
certo of 1926 show Falla tending towards a less
ebullient more neo classical style His second
opera Master Peters Puvnet Shov (1923) is a
miniaturist work refined and intense His third
opera Allantida left unfinished at his death was
completed by his pupil Ernesto Halffter and first
staged in 1962 It is a long work more a dramatic
cantata than an opera and as such a rather un
wieldy epic
Granados who was drowned when his ship was
torpedoed by the Germans in. 1916 was perhaps a
more restrictedly Spanish composer than Falla
but his music is unfailingly attractive and surely
others of his seven operas besides Goyescas (which
is heard occasionally) deserve to be rescued from
oblivion Gayescas itself is especially famous for
the second interlude and opening of Act m—La
Maja y el Rmsenor (The lover and the nightingale)
a haunting sinuous melody for soprano some
times heard in Its original form as a piano solo
He wrote a set of Tcmadillas A tonadilla is a
type of Spanish song popular in the 18th cent
and Granados s set ably and euchantingly recap
tures a lost age of grace and character His
exciting Spanish Dances are heard in both their
piano and orchestral form
The chief claim to fame of Albeniz (1860-1909)
is Ib&na masterly descriptive pieces for piano
Turina (1882-1949) not altogether successfully
ittempted a more cosmopolitan style but his
most often heard music especially that for guitar
is typically Spanish
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filters the charm and the decadence of 18th cent
Vienna through early 20th cent eyes This was
followed by Ariadne auf Naaos (1912) Originally
intended to be given after Mohere s Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme it was later presented (1916) without
the play but with a preceding scene written by
von Hofmannsthal Die From olvne Scliatten is the
most grandiose result of the Strauss Hoftnanns
thai partnership It is a complex psychological
allegory but Strauss s contribution is not on as
consistently lofty a level as is his librettists
Interme'">o (1924) which has a libretto by Strauss
himself is a largely autobiographical domestic
comedy which has lately gamed in reputation as
a compact charming piece ~WitihDieAegVi>tische
Helena (1928) an opera on a mythical theme and
Arabella (1933) another charming "Viennese
comedy the Strauss Hofmannsthal collaboration
ended on account of the librettist s death Strauss
then wrote Die Schweigsame Iran (1935) to a
libretto by Stefan Zweit based on a play tav Ben
Jonson and Fnedenstag (1938) Daphne (1938)—
a beautiful opera—and Die Lwbe tier Danae
(written 1938-40) with Josef Gregor as librettist
His swan song was Capnccio a dramatisation of
the old argument about the relative importance of
words and music in opera The libretto is by the
conductor Clemens Krauss and the opera a
serene melodious work was a fit end to a great
operatic cireer
However Strauss went on composing till nearly
the end of his life adding a group of late orchestral
pieces to his already large catalogue of works
The Metamorphoses foi 23 solo string instruments
is probably the best of these During his long
creative career he wrote numerous songs many of
them such as Morgen W^egeril•ied and Miilie
mevne Stele of surpassing beauty
The Late German Bomanttcs
While composers such as Debussy Sibelius
Stravinsky and Schoenberg (see below for the
latter pair) were staking out along new paths
Kichard Strauss (1864-1949) continued in the
trend of 19th cent German composers he was
the tradition s last great figure At least two of
hia operas—Salome and EleUra—were considered
shocking at the time but today we can hear that
they are essentially big scale romantic works—
natural successors to Wagner s—however startling
the harmonies may once have seemed
If Strauss did not achieve the granite intellec
tual greatness of Beethoven or Wagner there is
no denying his melodic genius and powers of
fertile invention which overlaid the streak of
vulgarity and inflation m his musical mike up
His first outstanding achievement was in the field
of the symphonic poem where he carried the work
of composers such as Liszt and Berlioz to its
logical conclusion Starting with Don Jitan in
1888 and ending with Svnfonia Domestic® in 1903
he wrote a series of kaleidoscopic works full of
enormous vitality endless melody and fascinat
ing orchestration The most easily assimilated—
and the most popular—are Don Juan and Titt
Eulensjneoel but some of the longer works notably
Also Siwaeh Zarathustra (based on Nietzsche s
prose poem) and Don Quixote (based of course on
Cervantes s great work) will reward the persistent
inquiring mind with long hours of enthralled
listening Other works sound somewhat dated
in their bombastic over confidence though
Strauss s skill in composition seldom flagged at
this stage of his long creative career The sym
phonic poems all tell something of a stoiy usually
based on a literary source but it is not essential
to the enjoyment of the music to know what this
is although it may be helpful
Strauss s reputation is even more solidly based
on. his fifteen operas the earliest of which Guntram
was first performed m 1894 the last Cavnc&o in
1942 During these years the essentials of
Strauss s style changed little though it became
very much more refined as the years passed His
first operatic period ended with the violent sen
suous tragedies Salome (1905) and JBlektra (1909)
the latter being his first collaboration with his
chief librettist Hugo von Hofmannsthal Then
came their unique Der RoaenTcavalier (1911) which
Other notable figures in German music at this
time were Max Beger (1873-1916) a somewhat
ponderous but highly accomplished composer
who in a quarter of a century of creative life
wrote more than 150 works of which his sets of
variations his piano concerto and chamber music
ire probably the most impressive Haas 3?fltzner
(1869-1949) another German traditionalist ib
chiefly remembered today for his opera Paleslnnci
about events now known to be spurious in the
life of the 16th cent Italian composer
Mahler
Gustav Mahler (1860-1911') the Austrian Jewish
composer is one of the most important figures in
20th cent music In a sense he bridges the gulf
between the late Romantics who were tending
more and more towiids chromaticism and away
from established key relationships and the atonal
ists who abandoned key signatures entirely His
detractors maintain that his inflation of allegedly
banal Viennese beer house music to unheard of
lengths rules him out of court as a serious writer
Bis admirers would claim that his music encom
passes the whole of life in enormous valid struc
tures The truth if truth there be perhaps lies
somewhere m between that if his material does
not always justify the length of his symphonies
if there are occasional imperfections and longueurs
these shortcomings ire worth putting up with for
the sake of the depth of utterance the humanity
and the poetry of the great pages He admitted
himself that I cannot do without trivialities
but it is out of these impurities that he forged his
titanic victories
His music is undoubtedly best approached
through, his songs where the words force him to
discipline his wide langing vision lAeder ernes
fahrenden Gesellen (1884) to his own words
Ktndertotenheder (1901-4) to poems by Suckert
and some individual songs perfectly relate words
to music and are all of a poignant loveliness
Similarly Das Lied von der Erde (1908) especially
the last of the six songs is a touching farewell to
the world nobly expressed
The ten symphonies however are Mahler a
most impressive legacy to posterity They are
almost impossible to characterise briefly bo vast
are they in terms of both length and variety
The first fourth and ninth are probably the eisieet

